
To create an environment  
where leadership flourishes 

Inspiring and developing the leaders of  
small and medium sized charities



Who does the leader of a charity
or social enterprise turn to for advice?

How ella forums work

ella forums is a unique 
leadership development 
programme specifically 
designed to inspire and 

develop the leaders 
of charities and social 

enterprises to grow  
their organisations.

Chief Executives come 
together for monthly 

sessions where 
they hear the latest 
thinking from guest 
speakers, share best 
practice, and receive 

coaching from experts.

All done via tried 
and tested, personal 
development methods 
that have been used 
by CEOs and Senior 
Managers in the 
commercial sector  
for years.

Expert Speakers
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“Leadership and learning are  
indispensable to each other” 

John F Kennedy

Who do emerging leaders of charities 
 or social enterprises turn to for advice?

ella forums also runs unique development programmes for the emerging 
leaders of charities and social enterprises. If you are a Senior Manager in the 

Third Sector we provide the environment for you to learn from expert speakers 
and share with other like-minded managers thus enhancing your personal 

development and the growth of your organisation.



How ella forums work

Each monthly 
meeting will include 

a workshop from 
an expert speaker 

to talk on issues 
pertinent to the 

Third Sector and to 
members individual 

learning needs.

You will receive valuable 
time with the Chair or 

someone chosen by the 
Chair, with the right skills 

and knowledge to work with 
you to address issues and 
support progress. Always 

face-to-face at a place 
chosen by you.

At monthly 
meetings members 
will have the 
opportunity to share 
challenges, issues or 
opportunities and 
gain support and 
advice from other 
leaders.

Expert Speakers One-to-one  
Coaching/Mentoring

Peer Group Learning
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We continually measure the value that each member and 
their organisation receive. There are monthly evaluations 
and members receive an annual Evidence Based Impact 

Measurement Review.

Measurement



Monthly Meetings

Role of the Chair
Each ella Group is led by an experienced Chair. Chairs are 

all trained facilitators and coaches as well as experienced 

business or charity leaders. The Chair or coaches follow up 

with each Member on a monthly basis to ensure that their 

issues are being addressed. n

Meetings are run all across the UK, in a workshop style that is interactive, 

informal and above all, confidential. Members have the benefit of the 

shared wisdom of up to twelve fellow charity and industry leaders who 

wish to help them succeed. There is no hidden agenda, just a sharing 

of common issues and giving and receiving of new insights. Members 

experience twelve monthly meetings per year.

find this session invaluable.   

It helps them resolve problems 

which they may feel are not 

appropriate to discuss in a normal 

working environment.  The 

benefit is that they get the chance 

to discuss their issues with 

leaders who operate at their level 

and manage organisations that 

are facing similar challenges. n

 Members of each ella Group are 

from non-competing organisations 

ensuring support and not rivalry. 

The core objective for each group 

is to support the growth of 

the participants’ organisations 

through developing the CEO’s 

skills, self-awareness and personal 

advancement. Through each 

meeting, this is achieved in two 

ways: expert speakers and peer 

group learning. 

 The group discuss any item they 

may be facing in a confidential 

and non-judgmental environment, 

facilitated by the Chair.  This could 

be personal or it could be an 

organisational issue.  Members 
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Speakers
We bring in industry experts to 

speak to the group and stimulate 

ideas.  These speakers have been 

specially selected to address 

needs relevant to leaders of the 

Third Sector.  Ranging from the 

latest fundraising techniques in 

social media and techniques for 

running a business through to 

managing stress.  Knowledge is 

shared through workshops and 

individual exercises.

Mark Fritz

Snéha Khilay

Steve Barton
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Steve Barton
Marketing 

Steve has set up many marketing 
agencies including Advokator and 
the Word of Mouth Marketing 
Association in the UK. In his session 
on ‘5 hints and tips for delivering 
Content Marketing’, Steve shares 
hints and tips from working on 
Content Marketing programmes 
in the UK and around the globe. 
He gives practical steps that can 
be applied to organisations the 
next day. Steve is a regular keynote 

speaker at conferences. n

Mark Fritz
Leadership

Mark spent 25 years with Kodak 
and is now a speaker, author and 
mentor. Mark has written books 
including; ‘Lead & Influence: Get 
More Ownership, Commitment, 
and Achievement from your Team’ 
and ‘Why You Never Wash a Rental 
Car’. You don’t wash a rental car 
because you don’t own it. What 
happens when your people don’t 
own it? Mark shares how to get 
your people to FEEL the ownership 

and keep it. n

Snéha Khilay
Diversity

Snéha is the Managing Director 
of Blue Tulip Training. She advises 
Board Members, CEOs, Executive 
Directors, and Senior Managers 
on how to develop a strategic and 
operational approach to problem 
solving, particularly in relation to 
the changing stance on cultural 
diversity, inclusion and unconscious 
bias. Sneha has spoken in the past 
to ella groups on ‘Diversity in the 
Recruitment Process’ and ‘Diversity 

in the Workplace.’ n

Within the ella family we are supported by  
expert speakers on topics including…

 Strategy on a Page

Fundraising

Social Media

Finance

Giving and Receiving Feedback

Removing Anxieties About Employment Law

Networking for leaders

Stress Management and Employee Wellbeing

Risk taking and Decision Making

Targeting Marketing

Speaking with Passion

Goal Mapping



1-2-1 COACHING:
Leadership development leads to  
organisational growth
Leading an organisation can be a lonely and difficult position.  

Who do you turn to when you have a problem or when you sense 

that you are not developing as you need to for your organisation?

 One-to-one coaching is a 
critically important part of the 
ella forums holistic approach 
because it is a powerful, personal 
way to accelerate your individual 
growth as a leader.

 In one-to-one sessions, the 
coach facilitates an exploration  
of your needs, motivations, 
desires, skills and thought 

processes. Then, you and your 
coach set appropriate goals and 
ways of assessing progress on 
these goals.

 You will receive valuable time 
with the Chair or someone 
chosen by the Chair, with the 
right skills and knowledge to 
work with you individually to 
address your specific needs. n

 

The right coaching for 
your individual needs
As a first step we sit down 
with you to review your 
organisation including the 
vision for growth and your 
objectives, in order to establish 
areas for development.  Then, 
we identify the right coach for 
you and agree a schedule of 
coaching.  Some Members go 
with two coaching sessions 
a year.  Most prefer twelve 
coaching sessions a year.   
It’s down to what’s right for  
you and your organisation. n

“Sometimes there are issues I just struggle to resolve when 
talking to people within my organisation where there are strong 
politics and personalities involved. In the past my options could 

be limited, expensive or time consuming. ella is really helping 
me improve my performance which helps me improve my 

organisations performance too”

Simon Ross, CEO of Population Matters
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A Brief History and Why CIC?

 ella uses the tried and 
tested methods that worked 
for leaders in the commercial 
sector which have been 
adapted to inspire leaders in 
charities and social enterprises.

 Brian and Co-Founder Mike 
Burnage work alongside 
additional Chairs who either 
run, or are being trained to run, 
ella Groups.

Our Values   

Curiosity To understand 
Creativity To open horizons 
Courage To say what we believe
Love To do all this with love

Our Purpose

To create an 
environment  

where 
leadership 
flourishes

Our Behaviours

Inclusive To include all ethical leaders 

Transparent To be and to encourage openness 
Positive To encourage forward action 

Fun loving To enjoy and celebrate the journey
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ella forums was set up in 2013 by Brian Chernett, the Founder 

of  The Academy for Chief Executives, which for 20 years has helped 

thousands of CEOs achieve measurable results for their organisations 

via a holistic leadership development programme. 

 The founders believe that a CIC 
business structure will help us to 
grow and better serve the needs 
of charities and social enterprises. 
A Community Interest Company 
(CIC) is a limited company, with 
special additional features,  
created for the use of people 
who want to conduct a business 
or other activity for community 
benefit, and not purely for  
private advantage. n

Brian Chernett



To create an environment  
where leadership flourishes 

Inspiring and developing the leaders of  
small and medium sized charities

To create an environment  
where leadership flourishes 

ella forums, 17 Peters Lodge, 2 Stonegrove, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7TY

“After meetings I am left feeling inspired, 
energised and reflective,  which encourages me 
to look at what I’m doing and if there are ways 

of doing it better”
Dara De Burca, Director of Services at Clic Sargent

For more information about ella forums 

Visit our website: www.ella-forums.org
Call: 020 7164 6206

ella forums currently hold meetings across the UK for leaders and emerging leaders of charities 
and social enterprises. We invite you to come along to a complimentary taster meeting to find 

out first-hand how ella forums can benefit you and your organisation.

To book onto a free taster in your area please contact our  
Membership Director Phil Thompson  

phil@ella-forums.org

www.twitter.com/ellaforums www.facebook.com/ellaforums
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